The multiple untranslated first exons and promoters system of the oestrogen receptor gene in the brain and peripheral tissues of the rat and monkey and the developing rat cerebral cortex.
Recent studies on the human oestrogen receptor (ER) gene have revealed the complex system with the multiple untranslated first exons and promoters in the ER gene expression. Little information is however available on the system in the ER gene of the rat or nonhuman primate. The rat genomic library was first screened by the rat ER cDNA (0-1) probe. One of the four positive clones (lambda rEgE1) was subcloned and sequenced. The nucleotide sequence was found to contain the exon 0, the intron 0, and the exon 1 with its 3'-ends. The novel untranslated first exons, the exon ON and the exon OS, were further identified. These results indicated the presence of at least four subtypes of the rat ER mRNAs; the messages transcribed from promoter P-0 (ER mRNA (0-1)), putative promoter P-1 (ER mRNA (1-1)), promoter P-ON (ER mRNA (ON-1)) and promoter P-OS (ER mRNA (OS-1)). The P-O- or P-1 driven message (0-1) or (1-1) appeared to be expressed most strongly in major oestrogen central- (anterior pituitary, AP, hypothalamus-preoptic area, HPOA, and amygdala, AMG) and peripheral targets (uterus and ovary). The message (ON-1) was strongly expressed in the liver and kidney, but not in the HPOA, AMG, cerebral cortex, CC, and cerebellum, Ce. The OS-1 message was expressed variably but generally in the tissues examined except for the CC and Ce. Thus, the region- and tissue specific expression of the rat ER gene is likely to be regulated by the multiple untranslated exons and promoters system. Furthermore, when the ER mRNA subtypes were examined in the rat neonatal CC where the ER protein level rose transiently, considered as a model for the development of the ER or progestin receptor A and B isoforms, the expression of the ER mRNAs seemed to be differential postnatally, implicating some stage dependent usage of the promoters in the development. In the monkey, we identified the untranslated first exon OS, the homologue of the rat exon OS. Interestingly, the exon C was found to consist of two different exons, the exon OK and the exon OG. By the alternative usage of the promoters and the alternative splicing, at least six ER mRNA subtypes, that is, ER mRNAs (0-1), (1-1), (OS-1), (OS-OG-1), (OK-1) and (OK-OG-1) were identified in the monkey tissues. These messages were also differentially distributed in the monkey brain and other tissues. It was noteworthy that the P-OK driven messages were expressed almost exclusively in the monkey liver. These results have suggested that the systems of the multiple untranslated first exons and promoters and the alternative splicing are involved in the regulation of the region- and tissue specific expression of the ER gene in the brain and peripheral tissues of the rat and monkey. Stage-related usage of the promoters was also suggested in the ER gene expression in the CC of the postnatal rat in development.